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ABSTRACT
Flowfield visualization studies of a conical flow derived waverider were
conducted in the Naval Postgraduate School water tunnel facility, as part of an
ongoing effort by the Naval Postgraduate School and the NASA Ames Research
Center. The model, with an 8 inch root chord, 7.5 inch span and an aspect ratio
of 1.41, was designed and constructed with an integrated forebody engine inlet
ramp system and cowling for a hydrocarbon scramjet type propulsion system.
Still photographs and video frames were taken for pitch angles between 0° and
20° and yaw angles between 0° and 10°. The waverider vortical flowfield was
similar to that associated with sharp leading edge delta wings with the primary
vortex separating at the leading edge and rolling up over the upper surface.
However, a comparison of waverider with delta wing data suggests that vortex
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The waverider concept has been around since 1959 when Nonweiler
introduced the concept of a three-dimensional body derived from the flow field
behind a planar shock [Ref. 1]. Nonweiler's waverider had a delta planform and a
caret shaped cross section as seen in Figure 1.1 [Ref. 2].
A waverider operating at its design Mach number rides on its own shock
wave, hence the term waverider. The shock is attached all along its leading edge,
not allowing the high pressure air behind the shock to leak around to the upper
surface. The upper panels of the caret wing are streamwise planes and, hence,
introduce no pressure drag. At its design Mach number the lower surface panels
are subjected to constant pressure and the corresponding drag component,
which is associated with the planar shock attached to the leading edges. As a
result, waverider wave drag is much smaller than the wave drag of conventional
supersonic or hypersonic configurations which, correspondingly, results in higher
ratios of lift over drag (L/D) [Ref. 2].
Interestingly, discovery of the waverider concept had been made and tested
before Nonweiler's paper of 1959 was published. In 1955, NASA Ames research
engineer, Dr. Alfred Eggers conceived of a flat topped supersonic aircraft with a
wing tapered to follow its own Shockwave. Preliminary testing revealed values
of L/D of 6.5 at Mach 5, much improved over then current technology values of
4. After extensive wind tunnel testing, NASA, in 1956, made the results available
to all authorized aircraft firms. North American Aviation was the only firm to take
advantage of NASA's discovery and, as a result was able to win a design
competition for an advanced long-range bomber. The bomber design that grew
out of it was the B-70 Valkyrie. North American engineers labeled the
technology the "pressure field" concept. The application of Dr. Eggers discovery
to the design of the B-70 contributed toward its ability to cruise at supersonic
speeds and achieve almost the same range as was previously attainable only by a
subsonic cruise airplane [Ref. 3].
Beginning in the late 1960's, the waverider concept was expanded to include
vehicles designed from the axisymmetric flow over a right circular cone. Figure
1.2 [Ref. 2] shows a conical flow waverider. Rassmussen extended work in this
area by employing analytic expressions gained from hypersonic small disturbance
theory to generate optimum waveriders from flows over inclined circular cones
and elliptic cylinders [Ref. 4].
The next step in waverider development was taken by Bowcutt and
Anderson, who generated a series of viscous optimized (L/D) conical flow
waveriders. Figure 1.3 [Ref. 5] shows the Bowcutt-Anderson optimum result for
a Mach 6 waverider design. In 1988 Vanhoy expanded the work of Bowcutt
into the low-speed regime with wind tunnel tests of a Mach 6 viscous optimized
waverider and a sharp-edged delta wing with the same length, span and base
thickness as the waverider. Vanhoy compared the subsonic performance of his
waverider and delta wing and found the low-speed characteristics of the
waverider very similar to those of the sharp-edged delta wing in that the primary
vortex, which results from separation at the leading edge, dominates the flow.
Vanhoy concluded that both his waverider and delta wing had the same drag
characteristics and the same L/D. Vanhoy also compared his waverider and delta
wing data to Polhamus' vortex lift theory and found the results for both wing
types were nearly identical to the theory. Figure 1.4 [Ref. 6] shows the waverider
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Figure 1.2 Conical Flow Waverider
Figure 1.3 Bowcutt-Anderson Mach 6 Waverider
Figure 1.4 Mach 6 Waverider Tested by Vanhoy
In 1993 Price, in conjunction with the NASA Ames Research Center, Systems
Analysis Branch, designed a conical based hydrocarbon- scramjet-powered
viscous optimized [(L/D)(Isp)] waverider subject to mission and performance
constraints (Isp refers to specific impulse). As a follow on to Price's work, the
present study is an experimental investigation of the low-speed characteristics of
Price's Mach 6 optimized waverider.
B. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK
The Price waverider tested herein was designed to perform a carrier launched
intercept mission. Table 1.1 contains the specific mission parameters and Figure
1.5 [Ref. 7] depicts the intercept mission. As previously stated a numerical
optimization to maximize the product of L/D and Isp was completed. Using this
product for the optimization criteria resulted in tradeoffs during the optimization
process between aerodynamic and engine performance. The unique feature of
the Price waverider is that the engine and body were designed together, from the
beginning, to work as a single unit. Figure 1.6 [Ref. 7] depicts the resulting
optimum configuration and dimensions with the integrated forebody ramp
system. While Price's optimum design called for a leading edge radius of zero,
practical considerations dictated a more realistic value of 0.4995 inches. Planform
area remained unchanged however, from Price's optimized value of 2266.33 ft2 .
The Price waverider was generated using the waverider code developed by
the Systems Analysis Branch of the NASA Ames Research Center. The code and
its subroutines are a subset of the Hypersonic Aircraft Vehicle Optimization Code
(HAVOC), also created by the Systems Analysis Branch. For more information on
this code and its application see Reference 8.
TABL E 1.1 PERFORMANCE CONSTRAINTS
Range 1000 nautical mile combat radius
Cruise Mach 6 at Best Cruise Altitude
Combat Twenty minutes on-station, air intercept, no dog fighting
Loiter Twenty minutes at sea level at Best Loiter Speed
Approach Speed <140KTS
Takeoff and Landing Catapult launch and arrested recovery
Descent
A Landing
M»<K 6 Crui«c Dae k Combat (20 min)
Math 6 Cniife Out
Climb »Jul
Accelerate
Combat Reditu 1000 milat
Figure 1.5 Mission Profile
Figure 1.6 Price Mach 6 Waverider
C. LOW-SPEED TESTING
Even a Mach 6 optimized waverider must take-off and land; for this reason its
low-speed flying qualities are of interest. Prior knowledge of vortex core
trajectories and vortex burst positions will facilitate the development and
implementation of theoretical methods to predict surface loading characteristics
and will help to explain the results of planned follow-on wind tunnel testing.
Recognizing that little theoretical work has been done on waveriders in the low-
speed flight regime, low-speed testing was considered useful.
D. TEST PHILOSOPHY
With no water tunnel flow visualization studies available on waverider type
aircraft, but a wealth of this type of data available for low aspect ratio delta wings,
it was considered informative to do as Vanhoy had done in his study and
compare the waverider flow visualization results to low aspect ratio delta wing
flow visualization data. Thus, the NPS/NASA ARC test philosophy developed
along the following lines: 1) conduct flow visualization studies of the waverider
model flowfield, recording vortex core trajectory and burst location data; 2)
compare the waverider data to similar aspect ratio delta wing data; and 3) test
various high lift devices on the waverider model and compare to previous test
results. Before comparing waverider test results to delta wing data it is
informative to review the primary flow characteristics of thin sharp-edged delta
wings.
E. DELTA WING LOW-SPEED FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
The subsonic flow pattern over the top of a flat plate delta wing at angle-of-
attack is shown in Figure 1.7 [Ref. 9]. Generally, two symmetric leading edge
vortices form at the apex as the wing pitches up. A hydrodynamic flow
visualization of such leading edge vortices is shown in Figure 1.8 [Ref. 10].
These vortices cause the flow over the upper surface to accelerate producing
extra lift called vortex lift. Figure 1.9 [Ref. 10] shows a sketch of the spanwise
variation of pressure over the top surface of a delta wing. At high angles of
attack the core flow of the vortex suddenly stagnates and expands in size, called
bursting as shown in Figure 1.9 [Ref. 11]. Once the vortex has burst there is a
loss of suction and, hence, a loss of the extra lift associated with that vortex from
the point of bursting downstream over the top of the wing.
Burst location is known to be affected by wing sweep, angle-of-attack, and
the shape of the leading edge. Vortex breakdown begins aft of the trailing edge
and progresses forward as the angle-of-attack increases. The lift coefficient
reaches a maximum value approximately as the vortex bursting reaches the
trailing edge. As the vortex breakdown progresses over the upper surface, the
wing displays first a pitch-up tendency due to the loss of lift near the trailing edge
and then a pitch-down tendency due to the loss of lift at the front of the wing.
Primary Vortex/ \ / S^S-^/j^^. Secondary Vortex
Figure 1.7 Flow Field Over Sharp Edged Delta Wing
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Figure 1.8 Leading Edge Vortices Made Visible by Dye Streaks in Water
Flow










The tests for this study were conducted in the Naval Postgraduate School
(NPS) Flow Visualization Water Tunnel facility which was designed by Eidetics
International, Inc., Torrance, California and installed at NPS in late 1988. Figure
2.1 [Ref. 12] shows a sketch of the NPS facility. The NPS water tunnel is a
closed-circuit facility for studying a wide range of fluid phenomena. Two of its
key design features are horizontal orientation and continuous operation. The
horizontal orientation facilitates access and enables models to be readily changed
without draining the water from the tunnel. The rate of circulation of water is up
to 900 gallons/minute which corresponds to a flow rate of up to 1 ft/sec in the test
section.
The test section is 15 inches wide, 20 inches high, and 60 inches long. The
side walls of the test section have a slight divergence to compensate for
boundary layer growth and to maintain uniform flow velocity throughout. The
test section walls were constructed of tempered glass to provide thermal stability
and simultaneous viewing of the model from the top, bottom, both sides and from
the rear.
The level of flow quality (measured outside the boundary layer) over the test
section velocities is as follows:
Mean flow angularity: < ±1.0°
Turbulence intensity level: < ±1.0% RMS
Velocity uniformity: < ±2.0
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Six pressurized dye canisters using water soluble food coloring were used to
supply dye for flow visualization. Each canister was pressurized with air to 15
psig by a small compressor and connected to the model port through an
individually routed line. Details of dye port location and method of attachment
can be found in Appendix A. The quantity of dye was manually regulated by
individual valves on each canister. The advantage of a pressurized system is finer
control of dye emission and the ability to blow out the dye lines going to the
model to prevent clogs. Figure 2.2 shows a photo of the dye supply system.
To minimize flow interference effects the model is mounted upside down in
the test section as shown in Figure 2.3. The model support system utilizes a C-
strut to vary the model pitch from -10 to +70 and a turntable to provide yaw
variations of ±20 . Easy and rapid access to the model is provided by mounting
the support system on top of the test section. As seen in Figure 2.4, the entire
assembly can be tilted out of the water circuit for model changes. The model
attitude control system consists of two servo motors which provide independent
control of model pitch and yaw. Figure 2.5 shows the model attitude and flow
velocity control panel.
B. THE MODEL
Model scale was determined by Price by utilizing a general rule of thumb that
is to limit flow blockage to five percent of the test section area. Price estimated
20 as the maximum angle of attack of interest from which he determined a model
plan area of 40.60 in2 > root chord length of eight inches, span of 7.53 inches, and
leading edge radius of .006 inches (±.002 inches) [Ref. 7].
The model was then constructed of non-heat treated 7075 aluminum alloy by
the NASA Ames machine shop on a Cincinnati M3, computerized three axis
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milling machine. Aluminum was chosen for its relatively low cost, its rigidity and
its ability to hold the extremely sharp leading edge, which was required by the
design, through-out the fabrication process. Heat generated by the milling bit
during construction caused some leading edge warping to occur. To restore the
leading edge an eighth of an inch of material had to be hand trimmed from that
area resulting in a model chord length of 7.875 inches. However the leading
edge radius was maintained at .006 inches. Figures 2.6-2.8 show the completed
model.
C. METHOD OF PHOTOGRAPHY
The photographic equipment for the experimental test sessions consisted of
two 35 mm automatic cameras, 3 Smith-Victor 600 watt photographic lights, and a
fixed flood light installed below the test section. Lighting was adjusted to reduce
shadowing and reflections as much as possible.
A Minolta 5000i camera with depth card and automatic focus, shutter speed
control, aperture control and ASA setting was used for the side view photos. The
depth card maximizes camera depth of field and is inserted into the camera body
when the camera is operated in the program mode. A Nikon 2050 camera with
features similar to the Minolta (without automatic ASA and focus) was used for
the top view photographs. The film used for the side view photographs was 35
mm black and white ASA 400. Side view exposure settings were set to
automatic. Focus was set to manual to better isolate the dye steaks from the
model. The film for the top view photos was 35 mm black white ASA 3200. At
the advice of the NPS photo lab technicians, top view camera settings were ASA
1600 with an aperture of 1 1 and shutter speed set to automatic. This set-up gave
the highest contrast between the different colored dyes on the black and white
15
film which was essential when looking at multiple dye locations (and colors)
simultaneously. Video frames were taken with a Panasonic VHS video camera

























Figure 2.3 Model Support System
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Figure 2.5 Control Panel
Figure 2.6 Top View of Waverider Model
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Figure 2.7 Bottom View of Waverider Model
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Figure 2.8 Side View of Waverider Model
23
Figure 2.9 Front View of Waverider Model
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III. RESULTS/DISCUSSION
Vortex core trajectory and burst location data were recorded for a pitch
range of 2° to 12° and yaw range of 0° to 10°for the unmodified model. For the
modified models the pitch range was from 4° to 24°and the yaw rangewas from
to 10°. The yaw range was set arbitrarily but the lower pitch limit represents
the pitch angle at which the vortex begins to form over the top surface of the
model and the upper pitch angle limit represents the pitch angle at which the
vortex core burst point has reached the leading edge. The flow velocity in the
tunnel was kept at 0.26 ft/sec that corresponded to a Reynolds number of
24600/foot (16140 based on the centerline chord). The top surface of the
waverider was used as the angle-of-attack reference with occurring when this
flat surface was parallel to the oncoming flow. The model pitch axis was located
at mid-chord (x/c=0.5) where "c" represents the centerline chord which is equal
to the body length of 7.875 inches.
Vortex core trajectories and burst locations were visually determined from
video frames and still photos taken during testing. Due to the unsteady nature of
vortices, the burst location at any angle-of-attack fluctuated an average of eight
percent of the centerline chord (0.6 inches), therefore for the purposes of data
reduction, average values of burst point location were determined. Some degree
of imprecision may be present in the reduced data due to the difficulty associated
with actually locating the burst points of weak or washed out vortices as was
usually the case for the windward side of the model during yaw testing. All data
was nondimensionalized using the centerline chord length. Note that the angle-
of-attack indication in the side view photographs is not necessarily the true
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angle-of-attack as the side view camera was not always focused exactly at the
fuselage centerline of the model. The true angle-of-attack was read from the
digital indicator on the control panel.
The test procedure consisted of setting a yaw angle and increasing angle-of-
attack until the burst point had traversed to the leading edge. Table 3.1 shows
the test matrix.
TABLE 3.1 TEST MATRIX
Configuration Sideslip Angle Pitch Angle
unmodified 0°,5°, 10° 2°-12°*
modified 0°,5° 10° 4°-24°#
*1° increments, #4° increments
A. BASELINE CONFIGURATION
The unmodified configuration refers to the basic waverider model. To aid in
data reduction, a square grid was applied to the top and bottom surfaces of the
model. The grid squares are 0.2 inches on each side and are referenced to the
model's trailing edge and the model centerline. All burst point locations and
vortex core lateral positions in the following discussion are referenced to the
model trailing edge and centerline respectively.
1. Angle of Attack Effects on Vortex Stability
Figures 3.1 through 3.3 show the zero yaw vortex burst progression
over the top of the wing as angle-of-attack is increased. As can be seen from the
photos, vortex bursting is symmetric and the burst behavior is analogous to delta
wing behavior described in Reference 9. At 3 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.1) two
symmetric vortices are formed. The cores are not tightly wound and are
somewhat broken indicating a relatively weak structure. The burst position is not
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well defined but is located approximately at 30% of the root chord. At 6° angle-
of-attack (Figure 3.2) the vortex core is more tightly wound indicating greater
strength. The burst position is well defined and has moved forward symmetrically
from its 6° angle-of-attack position to 74% of the root chord. At 9° angle-of-
attack (Figure 3.3) the burst position is symmetric and has moved to 86% of the
root chord and at 12 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.4) the vortex is completely
turbulent over the top of the model with the burst position positioned at 94% of
the root chord. As the angle-of-attack is increased to 15°, 17.5° and 20° (Figures
3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 respectively) it can be seen that the flow over the top surface of
the model is completely separated.
Figure 3.8 illustrates quantitatively the vortex breakdown
characteristics of the waverider compared to delta wings of various sweep angles.
Here and in all the burst location plots that follow, x/c values of and 1.0
correspond to vortex breakdown at the wing trailing edge and wing apex,
respectively. The results show that vortex breakdown occurs much sooner for
the waverider than for any of the delta wings. This could be due in part to the
low sweep angle of the waverider planform near the apex, which is approximately
35 . The delta wing data suggests that increasing leading edge sweep angle
delays vortex bursting. The waverider data of figure 3.8 indicates that this
waverider configuration generates much less vortex lift than a similar aspect ratio
delta wing which brings up the question; will it generate enough lift to allow it to
take-off and land? That question can only be answered after low speed wind
tunnel testing is completed. These results may not be as bad as they first appear.
It has been determined in previous wind tunnel tests of similar waverider
configurations that the very diffuse core of a broken or burst vortex still has
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strong circulation and a large static suction and that the low-speed characteristics
of waverider wings should not present any more difficulties than those of current
slender delta wings [Ref. 14]. It is interesting to note that the rate of vortex burst
progression over the aft end of the waverider where the sweep is constant at 75
is comparable to that of the 75 delta wing.
To get a more complete picture of the flow characteristics over the top
of the model at angle-of-attack, dye was introduced into the flow at arbitrary
points along the leading edge. Figure 3.9 shows the model at 0° yaw and 4
angle-of-attack. Dye is being injected at 74% of the root chord from the trailing
edge (position 1), 86% of the root chord from the trailing edge (position 2), and at
the apex. Note that the apex vortex and the right side, position 2, vortex core
appear to split. This is due to an excess amount of dye being injected at these
points while the vortex is too weak at this low angle of attack to entrain all of the
dye. This effect is not seen on the left because a smaller amount of dye is being
injected there due to a slight difference in dye injection rate between the left and
right sides. This difference can be attributed to slight variations in dye port
diameter and other equipment variations and is only evidenced at these low
angles of attack. Also notice that the position 1 and 2 dye streams become
entrained in the apex vortex. At 8 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.10) entrainment of
the dye is more clearly seen. At 10 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.11) the vortex core
burst position has moved ahead of the positions 1 and 2 injection points but it is
evident that the dye being injected at these points is being entrained in the
turbulent vortex. As can be deduced from these photos, there are two primary
vortex cores present, one on each side of the model, and they originate at the
apex and are symmetric over the angles of attack of this study .
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2. Sideslip Effects on Vortex Core Stability
Figures 3.12-3.14 reveal the vortex burst asymmetry that is present due
to sideslip. Vortex burst asymmetry refers to the difference in the burst location
of the leeward core compared to windward core. Leeward refers to side of the
model that is away from the flow and windward refers to the opposite side of the
model which is angled into the flow. All side photographs are of the leeward side
of the model. These figures show the model at 7 angle-of-attack with sideslip
angles of , 5 , and 10 respectively. At yaw (Figure 3.12) a pair of well
developed, strong and symmetrical vortices are visible with both vortex cores
bursting at about 76% of the root chord. As the sideslip angle is increased to 5
(Figure 3.13) a pair of asymmetrical vortices develops with the leeward vortex
burst point moving aft of its 0° yaw position to 63% of the root chord while the
windward vortex appears washed out with the burst point having moved
forward of its 0° yaw position to approximately 85% of the root chord. At 10 of
sideslip (Figure 3.14) the leeward vortex appears more stable and well defined
and the burst point has moved to 46% of the root chord. The windward vortex
appears less washed with no apparent movement in burst location from its 5°
sideslip location of 85% of the root chord.
Figures 3.15-3.19 illustrate the flow field over the top of the waverider
at a constant 10 of sideslip as the angle-of-attack is increased from 2 to 9 . At
2 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.15) the leeward vortex core is weak but well defined
showing no sign of bursting. The windward vortex appears washed out with no
defined core. Through slow motion video analyses a weak core was determined
to be present with a burst point located at 51% of the root chord. At 4 angle-of-
attack (Figure 3.16) the leeward core structure appears more well defined and
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stable than at 2° angle-of-attack with still no sign of bursting. The windward
core appears washed out but the burst point was estimated to be at 76% of the
root chord.
At 5 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.17) the leeward core still appears to be
strong with bursting evident but not well defined at approximately 10% of the
root chord. The windward core is still not well defined but the burst point was
determined to be at 8 1% of the root chord.
At 7 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.18) the leeward burst point has moved
to approximately 51% of the root chord. The windward vortex core is more well
defined indicating increased strength with the burst point located at
approximately 86% of the root chord length.
At 9 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.19) the leeward burst point has moved
forward of its 7° angle-of-attack position to 86% of the root chord and the
windward burst point has also moved forward of its 7° angle of attack position to
91% of the root chord. It appears that the vortex burst asymmetry present at
lower angles of attack is greatly reduced as the angle-of-attack increases. This
result indicates that this waverider may have less roll due to yaw , caused by the
asymmetric vortex lift, when compared to a similar aspect ratio delta wing and
may therefore be a more forgiving aircraft during cross wind takeoff and landing
maneuvers.
As depicted in Figures 3.20a and 3.20b vortex burst asymmetry for the
M=6 waverider design is reduced as angle-of-attack is increased. This reduction
is indicated by the pinching together of the five waverider burst position vs.
angle-of-attack curves at the higher angles of attack. This result may be
misleading due to the relatively narrow initial separation of the curves and the
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relatively large margin for error in measuring the actual burst location. Note that
the 70 delta wing data used for comparison (Figure 3.20b) shows a much wider
and constant spread among the burst position vs. angle-of-attack curves
indicating greater vortex burst asymmetry at all angles of attack compared to the
waverider.
3. Angle of Attack effects on Vortex core Trajectory
Figure 3.21 illustrates the angle-of-attack effect on vortex core lateral
position. Here y/c refers to the nondimensionalized lateral position of the vortex
core as measured from the model centerline prior to bursting or streamwise
deflection at the trailing edge. Lateral position was measured at seven arbitrarily
spaced longitudinal positions. The absence of a data point at a given angle-of-
attack implies that the vortex core has burst and does not extend to that
longitudinal position.
As can be seen in Figure 3.21, the lateral position of the vortex core at
of sideslip is essentially constant with angle-of-attack. The largest variation,
which is located at x/c=0.914, represents about 2.5% of movement based on the
centerline chord and therefore, could be classified as due to the previously
discussed experimental error. This result is in agreement with previous water
tunnel delta wing flow studies which show that vortex core lateral position for a
given wing sweep is insensitive to angle-of-attack changes [Ref. 11, 13]. Figure
3.22 compares the waverider lateral vortex core to previous delta wing results
[Ref. 13]. As can be seen the lateral location of the waverider vortex core is
outboard of all the delta wing vortex core locations and that the vortex core is
curved to follow the waverider leading edge. This behavior is different from
delta wing vortex core trajectory behavior in that delta wing vortex core sweep
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angles are always slightly greater than the sweep angles of their respective
leading edges [Ref. 13]. The close proximity of the waverider vortex core to its
leading edge may contribute to higher rolling moments during conditions of
asymmetric vortex lift (i.e. sideslip maneuvers).
4. Sideslip Effects on Vortex Core Trajectory
The effect of sideslip on windward and leeward vortex core lateral
position is presented in Figures 3.23 and 3.24. The leeward data (Figure 3.23)
indicate that as sideslip increases the vortex core moves away from the model
centerline which agrees with previous delta wing results [Ref. 13, 14]. The
windward data (Figure 3.24) shows no clear pattern as to the lateral movement of
the vortex core with sideslip. This could be due to the generally poor structure of
the windward core which makes it difficult to obtain accurrate data points as to
the actual core location. Typical behavior is for the windward core to move
inboard of its 0° yaw position as sideslip is increased.
B. APEX DELTA
To increase vortex core stability and delay vortex bursting, various high lift
concepts were recommended by personnel at the NASA Ames Research Center.
Time limitations associated with the completion of this thesis permitted the testing
of only one of these concepts, known as the apex delta. This device consists of a
small flat plate delta planform that is attached at the apex of the waverider; the
idea being to take advantage of the increased vortex generating capability of the
delta planform compared to this waverider.
Leading edge sweep effects as well as planform area ratio effects were
investigated. Planform area ratio refers to the ratio of the exposed planform area
of the small delta to that of the waverider. Table 3.2 gives the three modifications
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tested. Appendix B gives the details of the design, construction and assembly of
these apex delta modifications.
For practical reasons the model grid size was increased to one half inch. This
reduced the time required to grid the model without reducing data resolution. To
facilitate direct comparison of the unmodified model results with the modified
model results, all burst point locations in the following discussion are
nondimensionalized utilizing the unmodified model root chord length of 7.875
inches and referenced with respect to the models trailing edge. Lateral vortex
core locations are referenced, as before, from the model centerline and
nindimensionalized utilizing the unmodified model root chord length.
TABLE 3.2 APEX DELTA MODIFICATIONS TESTED





As mentioned above, modification one has a 65 sweep angle and an area
ratio of 0.5% as seen in Figures B.1-B.7. Figures 3.25-3.27 show the zero sideslip
flow field as the angle-of-attack is increased from 4 to 10 . To investigate the
possibility of the formation of two primary vortex cores, dye is being injected into
the flowfield at the apex of the apex delta and at the kink formed by the juncture
of the apex delta and the waverider leading edge. It was thought that due to the
abrupt change in curvature of the leading edge that possibly two primary vortex
cores would be generated; one at the apex of the apex delta and the other at the
kink. At 4° angle-of-attack (Figure 3.25) two vortex cores are present on each
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side of the model; one originating at the apex of the apex delta and a weaker
looking vortex core originating at the junction of the apex delta and the
waverider leading edge (the kink vortex). The apex and kink vortex cores rotate
in the same direction on each side of the model. The vortices on the left side of
the model rotate clockwise and the vortices on the right side of the model rotate
counter clockwise in the rear view. At 6 angle- of-attack (Figure 3.26) the apex
vortex appears stronger and becomes entrained with kink vortex Figure 3.27
shows that the vortices are still entrained at 10 angle-of-attack and Figures 3.28
and 3.29 show that the vortices are entrained for a constant 10 of sideslip and
8 and 12 angle-of-attack respectively.
It can be deduced from the above discusson that at 4° angle-of-attack
the vortices do not interact but as the angle-of-attack is increased, the two
vortices become entwined together to form one primary vortex core on each side
of the model.
1. Angle of Attack Effects
Figures 3.30-3.34 show the model at sideslip while angle-of-attack is
increased from 2° to 20°. At 2° angle-of-attack (Figure 3.30) two symmetric
vortex cores are present. The vortex structure is so weak that the core becomes
deflected in the streamwise direction at approximately 76% of the root chord. A
well defined vortex burst point is not evident. At 6 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.31)
vortex core structure is well defined and appears stronger, with the vortex core
moving outward from the centerline. The lateral trajectory appears linear and
does not follow the curvature of the leading edge as was the case for the baseline
model. The vortex burst position is located at approximately 70% of the root
chord. At 12 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.32) vortex core lateral position is
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unchanged and the burst point has moved forward of its 6° angle-of-attack
position. Core width appears smaller now compared to the size seen in the two
previous photos, possibly indicating increased vortex strength. At 16 angle-of-
attack (Figure 3.33) the burst point has moved to approximately 83% of the root
chord. At 20° angle-of-attack (Figure 3.34) the burst point is located at the
leading edge.
An interesting phenomena of this modification is that the vortex core
never extends all the way to the trailing edge as illustrated in Figures 3.30 and
3.25. Figure 3.30 shows a partially developed vortex core at 2 angle-of-attack
that loses definition prior to the trailing edge and Figure 3.25 shows two fully
developed vortex cores at 4 angle-of-attack with a well defined burst point
located well ahead of the trailing edge. From this it would be difficult to predict
the angle-of-attack at which maximum lift would occur since maximum lift, as
discussed previously for delta wings [Ref. 11], occurs when the burst point is
located at the trailing edge.
Figure 3.35 shows that modification one delays vortex core bursting to
higher angles of attack compared to the unmodified model. This improvement is
due to the slow rate of progression of the burst point once the vortex core has
formed (at approximately 4° angle-of-attack). Figure 3.36 shows that the vortex
core has moved inboard compared to the unmodified model possibly due to the
increased sweep of the apex delta. The above results indicate that this
modification increases vortex stability and strength and therefore, would yield




Figures 3.37-3.39 show the sideslip effects for a constant 8 angle-of-
attack. At of sideslip (Figure 3.7) two symmetric vortex cores are present with
both burst points located at 70% of the root chord. At 5 of sideslip (Figure
3.38) the windward burst point has moved to 83% of the root chord and the
leeward burst point has moved to approximately 44% of the root chord. At 10
sideslip ( Figure 3.39) the windward burst point has moved to 89% of the root
chord. The leeward core appears darker than the windward core with no defined
burst point. The vortex core diameter increases near the trailing edge possibly
indicating decreased vortex strength.
Figure 3.40 illustrates the vortex burst asymmetry that is present due to
sideslip. Notice that vortex burst asymmetry does not decrease with angle-of-
attack as was the case for the baseline model. Figure 3.41 and 3.42 shows the
relationship of vortex core lateral position to changes in sideslip and angle-of-
attack. The leeward core (Figure 3.41) shifts outboard while the windward core
(Figure 3.42) moves inboard with respect to their 0° sideslip positions. Note
that the vortex core lateral position is nearly constant with angle-of-attack as
seen previously in the baseline results which are in agreement with delta wing
results [Ref. 13].
D. MODIFICATION TWO
Modification two has the same 65 sweep as modification one but the area
ratio has been increased to 2% as seen in Figure B.8 and B.9 in Appendix B.
Once again, to investigate the possibility of the formation of two primary vortex
cores on each side of the model, dye is being injected at the apex of the apex
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delta and at the kink formed at the juncture of the apex delta and the waverider
leading edge.
Figures 3.43-3.46 illustrate the entrainment of the dye over the top surface of
the model at angle-of-attack with sideslip held constant at . At 4 angle-of-
attack (Figure 3.43) it can be seen that the dye is entrained around the primary
vortex core which originates at the apex of the apex delta. At 12 , 16 , and 24
angle-of-attack (Figures 3.4-3.46 respectively) the dye remains entrained around
the primary vortex core. Figures 3.47 and 3.48 show the entrainment of the dye
at a constant 12 angle-of-attack while sideslip is increased from 5 to 10 . Note
again that the dye remains entrained in the primary vortex core even at non-zero
sideslip angles. Therefore it can be concluded that one primary vortex is
generated on each side of the model and that it originates at the apex of the apex
delta.
1. Angle of Attack Effects
Figures 3.49-3.52 illustrate the angle-of-attack effects at zero degrees of
sideslip. At 4 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.49) two symmetric vortex cores are
present. The burst point is located at approximately 63% of the root chord while
at 8 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.50) the burst point has moved to 44% of the root
chord. Notice, at 12 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.51) the progression of the burst
point has changed directions and moved back to 63% of the root chord. At 20
angle-of-attack (Figure 3.52) the burst point has continued its forward
progression to approximately 89% of the root chord.
Figure 3.53 illustrates this result quantitatively. As can be seen,
modification two represents an improvement over the baseline in terms of
delaying vortex bursting to higher angles of attack and therefore maintaining
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increased lift at these higher angles-of-attack compared to the unmodified model,
but the progression of the burst point between 4° and 12 angle-of-attack is not
typical of documented vortex burst behavior (i.e. vortex burst position traverses
from the trailing edge to the leading edge as angle-of-attack is increased) [Ref.
11]. The implications of this atypical behavior on the low-speed flying
characteristics of the waverider aircraft can only be explored in the wind tunnel
where force and pitching moment data can be measured.
Figure 3.54 shows the lateral vortex core trajectory in relation to the
baseline and delta wings. Notice that, the vortex core is moved inboard of the
lateral position of the vortex core of the unmodified model. This may be due to
the higher sweep angle of the apex delta compared to the waverider. At about
76% of the baseline root chord the apex delta effects are decreased and the core
begins to move outboard to the baseline position before bursting. Without the
benefits of wind tunnel test results, the effects of this lateral movement of the
vortex core are unknown but are probably minimal since the movement is
symmetric on both sides of the model.
2. Sideslip Effects
Figures 3.55-3.57 illustrate the sideslip effects on vortex core stability
for a constant 8 angle-of-attack. At of sideslip (Figure 3.55) two symmetric
vortex cores are present with the burst point located at approximately 57% of the
root chord. At 5° of sideslip (Figure 3.56) the leeward burst point has moved to
approximately 44% of the root chord while the windward burst point has moved
to approximately 63% of the root chord. At 10 of sideslip (Figure 3.57) the
leeward vortex core extends past the trailing edge while the windward core burst
point has moved to approximately 70% of the root chord.
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Figure 3.58 illustrates these results quantitatively. As seen previously in
modification one results (Figure 3.40) vortex burst asymmetry does not decrease
with angle-of attack. This behavior is analogous to the 70° delta wing results
[Ref. 13] also included in Figure 3.58. Figures 3.59 and 3.60 show that the lateral
movement of the vortex core with sideslip is in agreement with baseline and
modification one results. Note that Vortex core lateral position is constant with
angle-of-attack as seen in the baseline and modification one results. These results
are analogous to published delta wing results [Ref. 13] and suggest that the low-
speed flying characteristics of this modification should not significantly differ
from that of a similar aspect ratio delta wing.
E. MODIFICATION THREE
Modification three has the same 2% area ratio as modification two but the
leading edge sweep angle has been decreased to 55 as seen in Figures B.10 and
B.ll in Appendix B. Figures 3.61-3.63 show the entrainment of the dye over the
top of the model at a constant of sideslip as angle-of-attack is increased from
8 to 20 . The dye which is being injected into the flow at two locations; 1) the
apex of the apex delta and 2) the juncture of the apex delta and the waverider
leading edge; stays entrained around the primary vortex core which emanates
from the apex of the apex delta. Figures 3.64-3.66 show that the dye remains
entrained when sideslip is increased from to 10 for a constant 12 angle-of-
attack. Therefore, as with modification one and two, the addition of the apex
delta does not complicate the vortical flowfield with the addition of another
primary vortex core.
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1. Angle of Attack Effects
Figures 3.70-3.73 illustrate the angle-of-attack effects on vortex core
stability. At 4 angle-of-attack (Figure 3.70) the burst point is located at
approximately 63% of root chord. At 8° angle-of-attack (Figure 3.71) the burst
point has moved to 50% of the root chord and at 12 angle-of-attack (Figure
3.72) the burst point has moved to approximately 57% of the root chord. At 16°
angle-of-attack (Figure 3.73) the burst point has moved to approximately 89% of
the root chord. These results are illustrated quantitatively in Figure 3.74. As can
be seen, this modification delays vortex core bursting compared to the baseline
model but also exhibits the same atypical vortex core burst progression seen in
modification two.
Figures 3.75 and 3.76 illustrate the angle-of-attack and sideslip effects
on vortex core lateral position. As seen in the previous results, the lateral position
of the vortex core is insensitive to changes in angle-of-attack .
Figure 3.77 shows the lateral trajectory of the vortex core in relation to
the baseline and delta wings. Note that the vortex core is more linear than the
two previous modifications (see Figures 3.36 and 3.54). One explanation for this
behavior may be that the sweep angle of the waverider leading edge where the
apex delta joins the waverider is nearly identical to the sweep angle of the apex
delta (A=55°) therefore causing no abrupt change in the overall leading edge
sweep at that point.
2. Sideslip Effects
Figures 3.71, 3.78 and 3.79 illustrate the sideslip effects on vortex core
stability for a constant 8° angle-of-attack. As sideslip is increased from (Figure
3.71) to 5° and 10° (Figure 3.78 and 3.79 respectively) the familiar pattern of the
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leeward burst point extending towards the trailing edge and the windward burst
point moving toward the leading edge can be seen. Figures 3.72, 3.80 and 3.81
show the same pattern for a constant 16 angle-of-attack. Figure 3.82 illustrates
this result quantitatively. Note the lack of a data point at 20 angle-of-attack on
the 10 leeward side. Here the vortex core became very unstable, oscillating at a
high frequency. This onset of this instability was very abrupt as is seen in the
increasingly steep slope of the of the 10 leeward side curve. For this reason this
modification was considered to be the least desirable of the three modifications
tested.
Figures 3.75 and 3.76 show the lateral movement of the vortex core with
sideslip. As seen in the previous baseline and modification one and two results,
the leeward core moves inboard of its 0° sideslip position and the windward core
moves outboard of its 0° sideslip position.
The side view photos of Figures 3.64-3.66, which are of the leeward
vortex core, show that the height of the leeward vortex core above the top
surface of the model increases with increasing sideslip. This effect is further
illustrated in Figures 3.67-3.69. At a constant 8 angle-of-attack, sideslip is
changed from +5 (Figure 3.67) to (Figure 3.68) and finally to -5 (Figure
3.69). Note that the vertical distance of the vortex core above the model top
surface decreases with decreasing sideslip. This result is in agreement with delta
wing flow visualization results [Ref. 13] and suggests the lateral-directional
characteristics of this modification may be analogous to similar aspect ratio delta
wings.
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Figure 3.1 Angle of Attack Effects, Baseline Model, a=3°, B=0 C
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Figure 3.2 Angle of Attack Effects, Baseline Model, a=6°, ft=Oc
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Figure 3.3 Angle of Attack Effects, Baseline Model, a=9°, B=0 C
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Figure 3.5 Angle of Attack Effects, Baseline Mode!, ot=15°, 0=0'
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Figure 3.6 Angle of Attack Effects, Baseline Model, a=17.5°, fi=O
c
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Figure 3.7 Angle of Attack Effects, Baseline Model, a=20 c , B=0 C
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Figure 3.8 Vortex Burst Location as a Function of Angle of Attack,
Baseline Model Compared to Delta Wing, B=0°
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Figure 3.9 Baseline Model, Entrainment. a=4c , B=0 C
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Figure 3.10 Baseline Model, Entrainment, a=8°, B=0°
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Figure 3.11 Baseline Model, Entrainment, a=10°, B=0 C
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Figure 3.12 Sideslip Effects, Baseline Model, cc=7°, B=0
C
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Figure 3.13 Sideslip Effects, Baseline Model, a=7 c , B=5 (
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Figure 3.14 Sideslip Effects, Baseline Model a=7°, B=10°
Figure 3.15 Sideslip Effects, Baseline Model, a=2c , B=10 :
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Figure 3.16 Sideslip Effects, Baseline Model, a=4°, P>=10 c
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Figure 3.17 Sideslip Effects, Baseline Model, a=5 c , 6=1 C
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Figorc 3.18 Sideslip Effects, Baseline Model, a=7°, B=10
c
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Figure 3.20b Baseline Model Compared to 70° Delta Wing, Vortex Burst
Asymmetry
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Figure 3.24 Baseline Model, Sideslip Effects on Vortex Core Lateral
Position (Windward Side)
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Figure 3.25 Entrapment, Modification One, a=4°, B=0 C
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Figure 3.26 Entramment, Modification One, a=6°, 8=0°
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Figure 3.27 Entrapment, Modification One, a=10°, B=0 C
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Figure 3.28 Entrainment, Modification One, a=8°, ft=10 c
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Figure 3.30 Angle of Attack Effects, Modification One, oc=2°, B=0 ;
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3.31 Angle of Attack Effects, Modification One, a=6°, B=0 C
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Figure 332 Angle of Attack Effects, Modification One, a=12~, ir-
1A
Figure 3.33 Angle of Attack Effects. Modification One, a=16°, B=0
C
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Figure 3.35 Vortex Burst Location as a Function of Angle of Attack,
Baseline Model Compared to Modification One and Delta Wing, B=0°
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Figure 3.36 Baseline Model Compared to Modification One and Delta Wing,
Vortex Core Lateral Position, B=0°
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Figure 3.37 Sideslip Effects, Modification One, a=8°, ft=0
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Figure 3.38 Sideslip Effects, Modification One, a=8°, ft=5°
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Figure 3.43 Modification Two, Entramment, Angle of Attack Effects, cx=-
B=0°
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Figure 3.44 Modification Two, Entrainment, Angle of Attack Effects, a=12°.
B=0°
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Figure 3.45 Modification Two, Entrapment, Angle of Attack Effects, c
B=0C
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Figure 3.46 Modification Two, Entrainmenl, Angle of Attack Effects, a-24 :
B=0°
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Figure 3.47 Modification Two, Entrainment, Sideslip Effects, <x=12°, 8=5°
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Figure 3.48 Modification Two, Enlrainment, Sideslip Effects, a=12°, ft=10 c
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Figure 3.49 Angle of Attack Effects, Modification Two, a=4°, B=0'
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Figure 3.50 Angle of Attack Effects, Modification Two, oc=12°, B=0 C
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Figure 3.51 Angle of Attack Effects, Modification Two, a=16°, B=0°
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Figure 3.53 Vortex Burst Location as a Function of Angle of Attack,
Baseline Model Compared to Modification Two and Delta Wing, fi=0°
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Figure 3.54 Baseline Model Compared to Modification Two and Delta
Wing, Vortex Core Lateral Position, (5=0°
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Figure 3.55 Sideslip Effects, Modification Two, a=8°, B=0 C
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Figure 3.60 Modification Two, Sideslip Effects on Vortex Core Lateral
Position (Windward Side)
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Figure 3.61 Modification Three Entrainment. Angle of Attack Effects, a=
B=0°
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Figure 3.62 Modification Three, Entrainment, Angle of Atta<
a=16°,B=0°
C :- :- 3 .
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Figure 3.63 Modification Three, Entrainment, Angle of Attack Effects,
a=20°, B=0 C
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Figure 3.64 Modification Three, Entrapment, Sideslip Effects, a=12°, ft=0<
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Figure 3.66 Modification Three, Entrainment, Sideslip Effects, a=12c, fi=10 c
.08
Figure 3.67 Modification Three, Entrainment, Sideslip Effects, a=8 c , B=+5 C
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Figure 3.68 Modification Three, Eotrainment, Sideslip Effects, a=8°, B=0 C
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Figure 3.69 Modification Three, Entrainment, Sideslip Effects, oc=8°, B=-5°
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Figure 3.70 Angle of Attack Effects, Modification Three, <x=4°, fl=0 c
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Figure 3.71 Angle of Attack Effects, Modification Three, a=8°, B=0 C
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Figure 3.72 Angle of Attack Effects, Modification Three, a=12 c , B=0°
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Figure 3.74 Vortex Burst Location as a Function of Angle of Attack,
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Figure 3.77 Baseline Model Compared to Modification Three and Delta
Wing, Vortex Core Lateral Position, ft=0°
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Figure 3.78 Sideslip Effects, Modification Three, a=8 c , B=5°
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Figure 3.79 Sideslip Effects. Modification Three, a=8° ? 6=10°
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Figure 3.80 Sideslip Effects, Modification Three, a=16°, B=5 C
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Figure 3.82 Modification Three, Vortex Burst Asymmetry
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A low speed flow visualization investigation was performed to study the
development and bursting phenomena of a 1.1% scale model of a Mach 6 viscous
optimized [(L/D)(Isp)] waverider aircraft using dye injection in the NPS water
tunnel. The main focus of this study was two-fold:
1
.
study the effect of angle of attack and sideslip on the vortical
flowfield.
2. study the sweep and area ratio effects on vortex core stability of several
modifications of the baseline model configuration.
The water tunnel visualization data reported here is believed to be the first of its
kind for a waverider type aircraft. The following conclusions are drawn from the
results of the experimental investigation.
A. BASELINE MODEL
1. Angle of Attack Effects
As the angle of attack increases from 2 to 10 , a pair of symmetric
vortices develops and the bursting locations move upstream over the top surface
of the model. The vortex becomes completely turbulent at 12 angle of attack.
Lateral vortex core location parallels the leading edge and is
independent of angle of attack. Vertical core location above the model surface
increases with angle of attack but vortex breakdown occurs at such low angles
of attack that changes in vortex core angle of attack were too small to measure.
2. Sideslip Effects
Vortex core bursting location is also a function of sideslip angle. At a
constant angle of attack, as sideslip angle is increased, the leeward vortex burst
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location moves downstream and parallel to the leading edge and the windward
vortex burst location moves forward parallel to the leading edge. Vortex burst
asymmetry decreases at approximately 9 angle of attack. Lateral vortex core
location changes with sideslip angle. The leeward core moves outboard of its 0°
yaw position and the windward core moves inboard inboard of its 0° yaw
position.
B. APEX DELTA MODIFICATIONS
Figure 4.1 indicates that the overall effect of adding delta planform
extensions was to delay vortex bursting compared to the baseline model. The
largest gains in terms of delaying vortex bursting came by increasing the area
ratio. Although not enough different configurations were studied to come to any
firm conclusions, it appears that increasing leading edge sweep decreases the rate
of progression of the vortex burst point.
1. Area Ratio Effects
The area ratio of the exposed area of the apex delta to that of the
waverider planform area model was increased from 0.5% to 2.0% while leading
edge sweep angle of the apex delta was kept constant at 65° (modification two
compared to modification one). Figure 4.1 indicates that vortex bursting was
delayed by increasing the area ratio but that the rate of vortex burst progression
was greater at higher angles-of-attack.
3. Leading Edge Sweep Effects
The leading edge sweep angle was decreased from 65 to 55 while the
area ratio was held constant at 2.0% (modification three compared to
modification two). Figure 4.1 indicates that vortex core stability was decreased
(bursting occurred sooner) for modification three but was still better than
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modification one up to about 17 angle-of-attack. The rate of vortex burst
progression appears to be similar for the two modifications with equal area ratios
(modifications two and three) up to 20° angle-of-attack, where modification three
became very unstable.
C RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made based on this investigation:
1. Perform water tunnel testing of more apex delta planform variations to more
fully understand the effect area ratio and leading edge sweep angle have on the
vortical flow field.
2. Investigate other high lift concepts in an effort to delay vortex bursting up to
the angles-of-attack seen in delta wings.
3. Perform low speed wind tunnel testing on the baseline configuration and on
the most promising of the high lift modification concepts.
4. Evaluate the effect the apex delta has on the on-design performance
of the optimized waverider.
5. To get a clearer picture of vortex core strength, measure primary vortex core
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Figure 4.1 Comparison of Sideslip Burst Behavior
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APPENDIX A-MODEL SETUP AND INSTRUMENTATION
A. DYE PORT ATTACHMENT AND LOCATION
The injection dye tubes consisted of small brass tubes at to the bottom
surface of the model with cloth duct tape . Both the location of the tip of the dye
tube and the injection rate were crucial to obtain good visualization of the model
flowfield.
The dye tube was located flat on the model surface very close to the a
and oriented parallel to the flow. To investigate the entire planform flowfield. dye
was also injected at arbitrary points along the leading edge of the model. Figure
A.l shows the position of the dye ports on the baseline model.
Figure A.l Baseline model Dve Port Location
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B. MODEL ALIGNMENT
Good model alignment in the test section was crucial to accurate flowfield
visualization. Before each test, a spirit level was used to set the 0° pitch, roll, and
yaw positions. Figures A.2 and A.3 show this procedure for the roll case. To
for flow angularity in the test section yaw alignment was visually
confirmed by making sure the flowfield was symmetric with respect to the model
nterline at the 0° vaw setting.
Figure A.2 Roll Level Adjustment (Rear View)
130
Figure A.3 Roll Level Adjustment (Top View)
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APPENDIX B-APEX DELTA DESIGN
Three apex delta modifications were studied. Sweep angle and area ratio were
varied as shown in Table 3.2. Each apex delta modification was constructed of 0.02
inch thick styrene plastic. This thickness was chosen because it very nearly matched
the model leading edge thickness. The apex delta was then glued to the waverider
leading edge, flush with the top surface of the model using Kwik Bond2 glue, made
by Global Hobby Distributors of Fountain Valley, California. The removal process
consisted of applying Z7 Debonding Agent, made by Pacer Technology of Rancho
Cucamonga, California, and gently pulling the apex delta from the model. This was
found to be the best procedure as the model leading edge and paint were left
undamaged.
Sizing of each delta was critical to achieve the desired area ratios and was
accomplished using basic geometry. Figure B.l shows a sketch of the apex delta
planform. In order to calculate the exposed delta planform area, it was necessary to
approximate the waverider leading edge sweep at the nose as being a constant 35 .
From this, and given the required area ratio and sweep of each modification, it was
possible to calculate the required base and height of each delta. Table B.l gives the
dimensions of each modification. Figures B.2-B.7 show modification one, Figures
B.8 and B.9 show modification two and Figures B.10-B.12 show modification three.
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TABLE B.l APEX DELTA DIMENSIONS
Modification Base(inches) Height(inches) Sweep (A)
1 .739 .792 65°
2 1.476 1.583 65°
3 2.080 1.485 55°
Cut to Fit Model
A=55, 60, 65 deg
v^ / \ h
/^^ 35 deg ^\ A
h— b —
H
Figure B.l Apex Delta
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Figure B.2 Modification 1 (Top View)
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Figure B.3 Modification 1 (Bottom View)
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Figure B.4 Modification 1 (Side View)
:3r
Figure B.5 Modification 1 (Isometric View)
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Figure B.6 Modification 1 (Side View Close-up]





Figure B.8 Modification 2 (Top View)
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Figure B.9 Modification 2 (Top View Close-up)
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Figure B.10 Modification 3 (Top View)
142
Figure B.ll Modification 3 (Top View Close-up)
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BASELINE, LATERAL CORE TRAJECTORY (LEEWARD)
x/c P° Y/C
a=2° a=3° a=4° a=5° a=6° a=7° a=8° a=9°
.914
.0762 .0508 .0508 .0508 .0635 .0635 .0508 .0508
5 .0508 .0635 .0635 .0635 .0635 .0635 .0635 .0635
10 .0635 .0762 .0762 .0762 .0762 .0762 .0635 .0635
.762
.1524 .1524 .1524 .1524 .1524
5 .1651 .1778 .1651 .1651
10 .1778 .1778 .1778 .1778 .1651
.508
.254 .254 .254
5 .280 .267 .279 .279








10 .419 .406 .419 .406
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TABLE C.2
BASELINE, LATERAL CORE TRAJECTORY (WINDWARD)
X/C P° Y/C
ct=2° a=3° a=4° a=5° a=6<> a=7<> a=8° a=9°
.914
.0762 .0508 .0508 .0508 .0635 .0635 .0508 .0508
5 .076 .076 * * .051 .051 .051 .051
10 .076 .051 .038 .038 .051 .051 .051 .051
.762
.1524 .1524 .1524 .1524 .1524
5 .152 .127



















p=0° leeward leeward windward windward
p=5° p=10° P=5° p=io°
2 * * * .406 .508
3 .305 * * # .711
4 .508 .254 * # .762
5 .711 .356 .127 # .838
6 .737 .508 .356 .813 .864
7 .762 .762 .508 .863 .889
8 .863 .838 .762 .889 .902
9 .889 .914 .863 .915 .914
10 .915 .94 .889 .94 .94
11 .94 .914
*No bursting




MOD 1, LATERAL CORE TRAJECTORY (LEEWARD)
x/c po Y/C
oc=4° a=8° a=12<> a=16° a=20° a=24°
.889
.0508 .0508 .0508 .0508 .0508
5 .0635 .0635 .0635 .0635
10 .0635 .0635 .0635 .0635 .0635
.825
.0952 .0952 .0952 .0952
5 .0952 .0952 .0952 .0952
10 .111 .111 .111 .111
.635
.175 .190
5 .190 .190 .190




10 .260 .260 .260
.254 5 .330




ERAL CORE TRAJECTORY (WINDWARD)
X/C P° Y/C
a=4° ct=8° a=12o a=16° a=20° a=24°
.889 5 .0318 .0476 .0476
10 * .0476















leeward leeward windward windward




8 .635 # .603 .889
12 .714 .667 .254 .825 .921
16 .825 .810 .667 .921 1
20 .889 .905 .825
24
*Vortex undefined




MOD 2, LATERAL CORE TRAJECTORY (LEEWARD)
X/C P° Y/C
a=4° a=8° a=12o a=16° a=20° a=24«
.889
.0699 .0699 .0699 .0699 .0699 .0699
5 .0762 .0699 .0699 .0699 .0699 .0699
10 .0762 .0762 .0762 .0762 .0762
.825
.0826 .0826 .0826 .0826
5 .0889 .0889 .0889 .0889 .0889 .0889
10 .0953 .1016 .1016 .1016 .1016
.635
.1778 .1778 .1778 .1778
5 .1905 .1905 .1842
10 .1905 .1905 .1905 .1905 .1905
.508 5
10 .254 .254 .254 .254 .254
.254 5
10 .3683 .3493 .3302 .3302
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TABLE C 8
M< ) 2, LATERAL CORE TRAJECTORY (WINDWARD)
x/c po Y/C
a=4° oc=8° oc=12o a=16° a=20° a=24o
.889
.0699 .0699 .0699 .0699 .0699 .0699
5 .0635 .0635 .0635 .0635
10 .0635 .0635 .0635 .0635
.825
.0826 .0826 .0826 .0826
5 .0762 .0762 .0762 .0762
10 .0762 .0762 .0826
.635
.1778 .1778 .1778 .1778












leeward leeward windward windward
(3=5° (3=10° P=5<> (3=10°
4 .635 .413 .318 .635 .635
8 .571 .381 * .571 .698
12 .587 .413 * .667 .730
16 .635 .444 * .825 .889
20 .889 .698 .508 .952
24 .952 .825 .825




MOD 3, LATERAL CORE TRAJECTORY (LEEWARD)
X/C P° Y/C
a=4° a=8° a=12° a=16° a=18o a=20° a=24o
.889
.0698 .0698 .0698 .0698
5 .0762 .0762 .0762 .0762 .0762
10 .0762 .0762 .0762 .0762 .0762
.825
.0953 .0953 .0953 .0953 .0953
5 .1016 .1016 .1016 .1016
10 .1143 .1143 .1143 .1143
.635
.1905 .1905 .1842
5 .1905 .1905 .1905 .1905
10 .1905 .1905 .1905 .1905
.508
.2222 .2222 .2222
5 .254 .2413 .2413
10 .2604 .254 .254
.254 5 .3175 .3175




MOD 3, LATERAL CORE TRAJECTORY (WINDWARD)
X/C P° Y/C
cx=4° ct=8° a=12° a=16° a=18° a=20° a=24°
.889
.0698 .0698 .0698 .0698
5 .0635 .0635 .0635
10 .0635 .0635 .0635
.825
.0953 .0953 .0953 .0953 .0953
5 .0889 .0889 .0889













MOD 3, BURST LOCATION
a° X/C
p=o°
leeward leeward windward windward
p=5o p=io° P=5° P=10o
4 .635 * .381 .762 .794
8 .540 * * .794 .825
12 .571 .317 .127 .762 .857




cBurst point located aft of trailing edge
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